Setting the Facts Straight
Monacoers.org (formerly Yahoo Groups) vs. monacoers@groups.io
There has been a lot of “non-truths” spread by David Pratt who was the leader of the former Monacoers
Yahoo Site. As shown in the screenshot below, he has stated that the founder of the
monacoers@groups.io “stole their parts list and other information”.

This is absolutely untrue and is a purposeful misrepresentation of the facts.
1) The Monacoers Yahoo Group’s parts list was not stolen.
Based on the response I had observed when others have copied the Yahoo Groups parts list, I reached
out with a courtesy email to let them know what I was doing, and that I WAS NOT using their parts list as
a source for mine. My objective was to avoid having them threaten people with copyright infringement if
they referenced my parts list on other groups and/or forums. Specifically, I was remembering an incident
when the Yahoo Parts List was posted by someone on a Facebook page. The response to that event
was disproportionate to what was crime!
Following is a copy of my email of Jan 19, 2019. Note that I emphasize that my parts list is in no way
related to theirs. I did mention that I intended to approach the IRV2 and Facebook groups to help me
populate the list. By this I meant that I would promote it in a normal post to let people know it was there
and available for use. At no time did I suggest that the list itself would reside on these sites or that any
group would sponsor it nor have an interest in it.

My expectation was that we would engage in a calm and civilized discussion where I could answer any
questions and put any of David’s concerns to rest.
I was therefore surprised by the venomous and dictatorial response I received. There was no attempt at
discussion or clarification.
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On or around January 28 , 2019 I was unjustly banned from the monacoers@yahoo.com group without
warning or due cause. I was given no chance to respond or explain and no option to appeal.
It should be pointed, that our parts list in no way resembles the Yahoo Group one. It can be viewed at:
http://www.visualsc.com/monaco_parts.php

Parts List on Monacoers@groups.io

Yahoo Group’s Parts List

A simple comparison of the two lists clearly shows that there are no similarities except for the unavoidable
fact that they are dealing with the same items.
2) I did not “steal” any other information.
The other interaction I had in early 2018 is that I tried to warn David P that the Yahoo Groups were going
to be shut down in the future. I was unceremonially dismissed and flamed for suggesting such a thing.
Knowing how difficult a conversion to a new format would be, I started preserving conversations and files
as was my right to do so as a Yahoo Groups member. Contrary to what David P might think, the content
of the group belongs to the members as a whole and not to the “group”. Also, with the exception of
photographs and possibly a few posts, copyright does not apply and where it does, it belongs to the group
member who submitted the item and does not automatically transfer to the “Group”.
After studying various options including groups.io, I built a test forum (Click Here) where I stored all the
conversations and topics. Because Yahoo Groups introduced a lot of non-standard & redundant
formatting characters into their posts, these all had to be stripped out. Also, individual posts had to be
aligned with the related topic to keep the threads together. This took many hours of work.
It is important to understand that at no time did I allow anyone other than myself to read or download the
conversations or files. Everyone who requested to join the test forum received a polite email stating that
it was for testing only and they would not be approved for access.
When the inevitable happened, and Yahoo Groups announced that it would no longer store online
content, I reached out to David P to tell him that I had an option for them. I gave them guest access to
the forum so they could see what it looked like.
At this time, I also revisited the groups.io format and found that it had improved since its inception and
would be a better fit. Not only that, but up until Dec 1, 2019, they were offering a free transfer service to
move content from Yahoo Groups to groups.io. I offered to donate the cost of the premium group for the
first 2 years.

Once again, instead of entering into an adult and civil discussion with me, David P responded with
another venomous and threatening email.
It is hard to understand David’s responses as it would normally be expected that a group leader would act
in a responsible and professional manner. He appears to be preoccupied with keeping autocratic control
of the group and is unable to accept anyone else he deems might challenge his position.
I kept both the test forum and the monacoers@groups.io option open for the Yahoo Group until such time
that it was obvious they were not interested. I then decided that I would continue with the groups.io group
because it would add some value to owners of Monaco coaches.
3) Source for material in the Parts List and on monacoers@groups.io
I have been compiling information for the parts list and on Monaco family coaches for at least 3 years.
Whenever I see a relevant item mentioned on any of a number of social media sites including but
definitely not limited to Trailer Life Forum, IRV2, Monaco Owners on Facebook, RV Village and FMCA
forums, I save it. Some of this data did come from the Yahoo Group, but only items that do not fall under
copyright provisions. Also, much of the information on Yahoo Groups has been shared on other
platforms by other Yahoo group members over the years.
monacoers@groups.io is not a BOGUS site as David P is suggesting. It is a serious group that offers an
alternative to owners of Coaches built by the Monaco Company. It differs from Yahoo Groups and their
new site in the following ways:
 We believe that all coach owners should have easy access to information to keep their
coaches running safely and efficiently.
 The group is “owned” by its members. The official owner of the group is only the
“administrator” and is responsible for how the online interface functions and for the protection
of its member’s personal data.
 We respect each member as a unique individual and value their contributions large or small.
Everyone has an equal voice.
 We have a zero-tolerance policy for flaming and abusive behavior by any group member,
including administrator and moderators.
 As the site grows, it is our intention to include member’s voices in all policy decisions.

A final thought…..
Excerpt from Yahoo Groups Post.

David P has stated that they have a way of knowing which members of their group (Monacoers.org) join
the groups.io site and they will ban anyone from their site that joins the group.io site. Not only is this
highly unethical, but it is also an outright lie. All personal data including email addresses are kept strictly
private and only accessible by the group.io owner. They will not be shared for any reason.
For more information, please contact: monacoers+owner@groups.io

